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Increase in textboa/diefts plagues campus
by Steve Bullard
Staff writer
A rash of Textbook thefts has
plagued the UMO campus during
the first two weeks of the fall
semester.
Detective William Laughlin is
"concerned about the way things
have been going with textbook
the FTs at least 25 percent higher
than a year ago at this time."
Since Aug. 31, there have been
21 thefts totalling $800 worth of
books, and Laughlin feels only
10-15 percent of all thefts are ever
reported. The UMO
 
police
department has recOvered 1200 —
worth of the stolen books.
Last year the total value of
stolen books reached $2638, S600
of which was recovered.
Most books are stolen at
bookdrops in the dining halls,
Police Sgt. Michael Zubik said.
Wells Commons is the "hot
spot" on campus this fall with six
thefts reported.
Book thefts usually occur
around noon when students go to
lunch and leave their books in a
bookdrop, where almost anyone
could just pick up the books and
walk away. One person was
apprehended this fall at the
- 
Hilltop Commons and will go to
court later this month.
Zubik said most thefts are
made by "a very few people who
are probably making a living at it
and some average students who
are just looking to pick up a book
cheap."
Both Zubik and Laughlin feel
there may be a "source" on
campus because thefts are
continuing now even though
most students have already
bought their books. Zubik said,
"We don't know what is
happening to the books that are
being stolen, but chances are' -
good that they are not showing
up here."
Laughlin stressed that students
"have to eliminate the
opportunity " if they don't want
their books stolen. Everyone of
these thefts is due to the property
being left unattended.\- .
Both Laughlin and Zubik
suggested that students mark
their books in a manner other
than just writing their name on
the cover, such as circling page
numbers that correspond to their
birth date or social security
number.
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by Mrhele Guilmette
Staff Writer
Twostudents from Harvard Univer-
sity's Institute of Politics, Jay Hamil-
ton and Robert Sorchre,'ipoketo UMO
studerts--yesterifity-in an-attempt to
form an organization called United
Campuses to Prevent Nuclear War
(UCAM).
UCAM is a nationwide association
of college and university chapters
dedicated to ending the threat of
devastating consequences which could
result from the nuclear arms race.
The 1982 congressional elections
thus form a perfect opportunity for
students to make known which view
they agree with. The Harvard-Radcliff
Students for Social Responsitility feel
that students will have the chance to
translate their political beliefs into
political action.
Jay Hamilton, president of the
Harvard Union, has been working all
summer on A conference to take place
Oct. 15 and 16.
"What we hope to have emerge
from the conference is a student
network at a minimum of SOO students
from 80 colleges," he sail.
The conference will consist of three
parts including sessions on- issues.
solutions and political action.
Hamilton said. "At the nonpartisan
conference both sides will be present-
ed and -We are hoping for debates even
among the students."
Ribert Sorchre, president of the
Harvard Students for Social Respons-__
ibility (John F. Kennedy School of
Government). noticed (at Harvard) a
great deal of student apathy and
thought it would be a good approach to
inform studenttin a more educational
manner on the arms control issues to
encourage political participation.
Modeled from Physicians for SOcial
Responsibility (PSR), Sorchre said,
"Last semester we had speakers to
present the information and this fall
we will get involved in political
campaigns."
ihrexigh projects dealing with cam-
pus faculty and the local business
district, he said. "We are trying to get
people who aren't aware of the
seriousness of nuclear arms issues."
Getting enough students to volunt-
eer as a group in support of strong
pro-freeze candidstea, will act as a
role model for other students to get
more involved in 'political action.
Hamilton pointed cut that the
Maine Senatorial race will be a great
significance to the nuclear arms issue
in that "Republican—Congressman
David Emery is the only cortgressman
in New England against the freeze,"
Robert Sorchre and Jay Hamilton display their nuclear arms issues package.
(Steve Maskowitz photo)
he said.
Another part of the program
involves a packet designed to encour-
age people to work for congressional
campaigns on nuclear disarmament
issues. llas includes sample literature
on nuclear issues, campaign contacts
in the local area, a speaker list, a film
list and four bibliographies to pursue
the issues.
On the UMO campus, Mike How-
ard. an assistant philosophy professor,
said, "On Tuesday the Maine Peace
_Action Committee met and would be
willing to get a UCAM chapter
organized." This would enable the
chapter to make use of the budget
provided by Student Government and
in addition rely on the subcommittee
for publicity.
A one-day symposium on the
nuclear arms race issue is scheduled
to take place oncampus Oct. 30. The
time and place will be announced at a
later date.
Budgetary problems cause-concerns at universityby Mike Harman
Staff Writer
Tle University of Maine at Orono
has a variety of budgetary problems
that will mean "making some tough
decisions", according to Richard C.
Bowers, UMO's vice president of
academic affairs.
Speaking before a crowd of over 100
people in Hauck Auditorium Wednes- -
day, Bowers said the university
currently has a $350,000 dollar base
budget deficit, and part of the reason
is "ton many personnel for the dollars
avaiable." Bowers said the university
is "overbudgeted in personnel," and
stated, "I sense a considerable
amount ofoverlap on campus, and any
time there is overlap, there is a
potential for savings."
Bowers said he did not anticipate
the necessity of firing faculty mem-
bers to bring the budget under
control. He said that "natural attrit-
ions" such as faculty retirements and
transfers could be used to --frint the
surplus personnel.
Eb.t.ers said there was "too much
spent on personnel and not enough on
Richard C. Bowers
the things they need to do their jobs."
He said in the past when a faculty
member retired, the- university would
often hire two people to take his place.
As a result of UMO President Paul
Silverman's self-study recommendat-
ions, Bowers said, the administration
couid keep better track of department-
al requirements and over-staffing is
not likely to recur.
"The purpose of the self-study is for
each department to look at itself,
deckle what they Are doing, what
resources they need and their future
plans," Bowers said.
1* said the purpose of the
self-studies was to fret up Money SO
that it could be reallocated to where it
Is most needed. Bowers said that
setting spending priorities was going
to be "a tough process."
Bowers felt confident the university
will have a balanced budget by Jan. 1.
1983. He said the university was
looking for a potential income of
$600,000 from tuition and other
sources later in the year.
Ba.vers said the university has
$200.000 in reserve which was set
aside for fear of a sharp drop in the
number of students financially unable
to attend UMO this year. If such a
drop had occurred, the university
would have lost a great deal of tuition
money. Bowers said the drop did not
-occur. and by Oct. 15, the administrat-
ion would know how much of the
$200,000 could be retumed to the
general fund.
Bowers said the Chancellor's office
was giving UMO a one-time $200,000
gift this year. Bowers says that half of
this money will be spent on library
acquisitions and -the other half • on
academic eripment.
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Democrats, Republicans urge
interest-in state election
by Mary Quinn
Staff Writer
The College Republicans and Young
Democrats of UMO agree that
generating interest in the, upcoming
state elections is as important as an all
out vote effort on the part of the
students, Tom Tremble, chairman of
the Young Democrats, and Nancy
McLellan, president of the College
Republicans, said.
Tremble, a senior political science
major, was elected chairman of the
Young Democrats Wednesday. The
group has no specific plans as of yet
excluding the November elections.
"We are trying to get a 'Meet the
Candidates' night together but nothing
definite has been planned." Tremble
said. "Our primary interest at this
point is the elections."
McLellan, a senior music major,
agreed that the main concern of the
College Republicans is the elections in
November. They have no commitment
for an appearance from a candidate
but plans are still being made.
"We have contacted a few people
and are trying to get Dave Emery up
here during Parents' Weekend,"
McLellan said.
Both groups are self-supporting and
have faculty advisers. Dr. George
Wood at the Cutler Health Center
-works with the College Republicans
and Walter Schoenberger of the
political science department, advises
the YOL1112 DemocratK
1/41
*POLICE BLOTTER*
?shall Murphy -
Staf Writer
Stanley Marshall of 22 Prouty
Drive, Veazie, reported the theft
of a "Kay Pro II" mini-corn-
puts. from the back section of
his Intsun B210 Tuesday even-
ing. The computer. with an
estimated value of $1,900 -was
housed in a box with a gray
bottan and blue top. Police
haven) suspects in this Class C
theft Area coMputer dealer-
shirs have been notified of the
theft
A two-car accident occurred
at the corner of Munson Road
and College Ave. Wednesday.
Margaret Page was pulling out
on 13 College Ave. in her 1982
Cheirolet when she was hit in
the right rear panel by Scott
Minor, who was driving a 1975
Tritrnph. Damage to the Minor
veticie totaled $300 while the
Page vehicle received $50 of
darrage
A door was found unsecured
at de Stodder Complex cafet-
eria Tuesday evening. The
building was searched by police
witha K-9 unit, but nothing was
foutrl misplaced or stolen.
Ablue, plywood bear's head
valued at $50 was reported
- stolen from the portable press
-box Tuesday. The press box OM
locatd at Alumni Field. The
bed s head was one of two
identical heads located on either
side of the press box. Both
bed s heads were donated by
the "M" Club.
Mitt Smith of Phi Gamma
Delta reported a broken wind-
shietl and a bent driver's side
wincthield wiper to police on
Tuesiay. Damage to the CJ-
Jeepthat was parked behind the
fraternity house was estimated
at Q.
Scmetime since last spring.
three Adler typewriters have
been Aolen from 102 Lord Hall.
Thew typewriters which are
used by the Journalism Dept.
have an estimated value of $610.
Today's weather
Variable cloudiness today with scattered showers expected in the
afternoon. High temperatures, 60-65. Tonight, partly cloudy with
temperatures 47-53. For Friday we can expect showers and warmer
temperatures with highs in the 70's.
Lowdown
SANDWICH CIMEMA. "An
Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge" and
"Three's a Crowd." FFA Room,
Union. 12:30p.m.
CAPS SEMINAR. SAS - The
Statistical Analysis System. Session I.
130-132 Barrows. 3:30 -5:30 p.m.
UMO MAGAZINE ENCORE
PRESENTATION. Vol. 2, No.
Maine Blueberry Harvest, 13M0 Eagle
Project, Student-Built Amphibious
Cliannel 5: -
Female and especially male singers
wanted to sing in the new 45, voice
university choir which meets at 1240
p.m. on Tuesday and Thursday in 217
Lord Hall. All are welopme.
New Service Providing Israeli
Programming , on Campus
Arrangements for studying aborad,
Programming higher education on
Israel, sounding board for information
on Israel-related news.
Joel Bader - Representative.
University Service Dept.
American Zionist Youth Foundation
Also past president of Hillel.
217 Cumberland, 581-7997, after 9
p.m.
and coffee. So. Bangor
Union. 12:15 p.m.
Lounge,
Non-traditional student discussion
group. "The UMO Maze:-How to Find
What You Need on Campus." Dessert
—
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Campus 0'
Crier
FOR'SALE: Mags, 13" 4 lug
western rims and caps complete
with locking lugs. 3-13" Mag tire
radials in good condition. Asking
$200.00 Call 827-6706 after
6:00pm.
One bedroom Apartment,
tw-o minute walk to UMO
Garage, fireplace, $335,Ar ' •
elect ricty. Call Yunese 866-4766,
581-2659. •
Come on aboard and gather
round the FO'C'SLE Friday and
Saturday nights throughout this
semester, 7:30PM,Memorial
Union. Live entertainment,
homebaked goods, piping hot
coffees and teas.
ENTERTAINERS WANTED:
Contact Tom &Irby 581-7203.
Classifieds:51.20 for the first 15
words, $.10 each additional
word.
A great
your
room
9yi? $ oft
SHAG
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URETHANE PAD
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JOIN HILLEL FOR THE
EWISH HOLIDAY
g. SERVICES AT TEMPLE ISRAEL,
ROSH HASHANAH
Sept. 17
Sept. 18
Sept. 19
86
0'0
cia
C.
e..
Ag4W8***W8MEVAMS,
YOM KIPPUR
Sept. 26
Sept 27
OLD TOWN
6:30pm
9:00AM
9:00AM
6:30pm
9:00AM
CALL FOR TRANSPORTATION
BOB GORDON 58167573
AVIS SMITH 581-7208
LIANNE HARRIS 866-2456
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Jail's living conditions need improvement - -by Matt Smith
Staff-Writer
Living conditions at the Penobscot
County Jail are being seriously
considered because of new federal
requirements for holding facilities.
Penobscot County Sheriff Tim Rich-
ardson said the requirements call for$65,000 to S75,000 valuation per cell.
"You have to weigh how much we
can spend to meet the requirements
against what the Sheriffs Department
can afford." Richardson said. "Tax-
payers have to pay for the improve-
ments and correctional facilities arejust one area of the Sheriff's Depart-
ment's responsibilities."
Rrhardson expressed doubt in
getting the money to meet the
requited improvements. "There has
been no work done inside the prison
for the last 10 years," Richardson
said. "Time has caught up with us."
Richardson said the former Board of
Commissioners were put on notice
back in 1974 for fire protection
improvements.
"There isik;:t enough living space for
• each prisoner. Under the new require-
- ments there should be 50 square feet
per prisoner. We shouldn't be running
a 'Hilton' but the living conditions
shouldbe adequate. If you strip a man
of his dignity you haven't accomplish-
ed a thing. An inmate at the prison is
there to be punished fora crime and to
protect society. Depriving a person of
their dignity doesn't accomplish our
goal." said Richardson.
11,
The terror
of agorophobia
By lis,a DeBruyckere
Staff Writer
Ycu're driving on Interstate 95 and
suditnly feel trapped between two
exits. You know you must continue to
drive until you reach the next exit.
Yaw heart starts pounding, your
blood pressure soars, your muscles
conlrict and you feel lightheaded and,
nauvous. Panic and anxiety • er.._
whekn you as you race to the n:/. rest
exit. Days later, 'you avoid dri ng on
the highway for fear that will
agaii experience the panie.
Seven out of every 1,
suffEr from these svmpto
phobia, the fear of
people
s of wro-
ng in open
spaces, said Dr. Geoffr, y 3/4Thorpe.
Tturpe. an assistant professor of
, —psydiology at UMO. said agorophobia
isthe most common phobia brought to
the attention of clinical psychologists.
"Bghty-four percent of the people
who seek counsefr ing because of the
problem are women in their mid 20s
and 30s", said Thorpe. "There are
just as many men who suffer from the
syndrome but a woman is more likely
to muse an appointment with a
courselor tOsit a man."
"Thorpe 3lcently co-authored a book
with Lawrence Burns entitled, "The
Agcsophdbic Syndrome: Behavioral
Appoach to Evaluation and Treat-
inert" The book is a result of
coumeling 40 people with agoeo-
phoha in England in 1974.
Agirophobia affects people in
diffeent ways, said Thorpe. "Some
pectic suffer anxiety attacks on
highways while others are unable to
=in large crowds." In severe
people will not leave their
•
The eating facilities for the prison-
ers are right beside the toilets in the
cells, noted Richardson.
One inmate serving time for burg-
lary and forgery remarked, "You
could be eating your meal at the table
and you could look at someone
defacating in a cell right next to you.
It's dirty in the dining room," said the
prisoner.
"You don't get used to it. Guys that
get put in for OU1 for two days are
scared. It makes you nervous because
all types are in here. I've been here for
four months and I'm not used to it,"
said the inmate.
Richardson said life safety is the
most critical issue. "We've put in a
new fly escape and a smoke detection
system. We will be putting in a
sprinkler system_._ The plumbing and
the_electtical system need to have
work done, too, said Richardson.
"We try to classify the people sent
here:: said Richardson. "Most of the
people we get are 18-26 years old.
Some have nothing to lose and some
may be University students who have
had too much to drink and Rot caught
out on the mad. The jail was built to
house inmates and not juveniles or
civil lax violators," Richardson said.
Sgt. Robert Brouchu, training dir-
ector of the county jail, noted OUI
offenders could end up in a bad
section if the other areas are filled.
"Usually the OUI violators get put in
the minimum security area but if they
3
are still intoxicated or being difficult,
they could end up in one of the bad
walks, (jail sections)," he said.
"The building is old and it lookidirty in some places. it was errected in
1870. Expensive improvements, likethe new smoke detection system. are
not visible improvements for the
prisoners. said Brouehu.
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Yes, we're up to our delighted
noses in lovely roses. And that
means good news for YOU—
or that special person you
I..
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Take Sears Back To, U.M.O.
2183
PORTABLE stereo cassette re-
corder with AM/FM stereo ra-
dio, tone and pause controls
Handy sieepiumer switch
69"
Cassette play/re-
Cord, 8-track play
Convert 8-tracks
to cassette Re-
cord from A1101/FM
or record changer
A 91947
SIOOFF portable stereo cassettt.
recorder With AM/FM, stereo-
Wide, 5 LEO signal level meterç
tape counter Reg 59995
Side ends Sept 25 899s
on your choice of ;
compact stereos ;
Regular 7,as
5299.95 
e
;
taleindi
Sept 25 
•
A Stereo with cassette and 8-track AM/FM
receiver has electronic digital frequency e
display Full-size record changer
•
B Stereo with two cassette decks AM/FM
receiver has electronic digital frequeery
display Full-size record changer
21,15
S20 OFF portable stereo cas-
sette recorder with/MA/FM, atit06
mptic selection system. 4 speak-
ers, soft-eject Reg S 499
Sale ends Sept 15 129"
100 OFF this 20-watt
mini component stereo
79921
Mac 2S
Regular
S39995 
AM/FM stereo receiver. 5-band graphic
equalizer, electronic digital treauency dis-
play Metal capable cassette deck has
Dolby* noise reduction system 2-way
speakers
Receiver drives 20 watts RMS per channel into 8
ohms. from 80 20,000 Hz. with total harmonic dis-
tortion of not more than 0.9%
*5.04 Discount to any U.M.O. student
purchasing one of the above items.
.17.70frietodissiloth se advertsionatsedo arsit of anar-eadity
wen"; liable for sale as advertised.
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The Book Bandit
When money starts getting tight, everyone feels it.
Pay checks get cut, student aid gets cut and thefts
seem to perpetually rise.
For a number of reasons, none of which anyone is
sure of, thefts of textbooks at UMO has seriously
increased this semester, and not just by a little.
Every year, thousands of dollars worth of books
are stolen at UMO, only a small percentage of which
is recoveredbYthe police. This year already, there
have been more than 25 percent more thefti reported
than there were last year at this time. And the police
estimate only 10 to 15 percent of all books stolen ever
get reported.
With die price of books increasing on the average
by 10 percent, this can mean a serious dent in the
pockets of students whose books are stolen and wh90
are forced to buy more books.
Or maybe those unlucky victims just go steal the
book from somebody else, thus creating a vicious
circle. This could be the explanation for so many
thefts.
But the police think there may be another reason
for so many thefts. They feel there may be a ,
"source" on campus which steals books. Could this
be like a type of mini-mafia whose main ra—rgf is
poor, unsuspecting college students who just drop
their books off while they go grab a quick bite to eat
in the nearest cafeteria. Could you imagine making a
living off from stolen texts? With the prices books
are going for these days, the thief is probably driving
around in a 280 ZX somewhere.
However, something has to be done to stop this
problem, or at least alleviate it. Students can start by
protecting themselves. First of all, do not leave
books unattended even in a book drop. Places like
this are relatively easy for a thief to find what he
came after.
Second, make identifying mards in the book
somewhere other than just by writing your name in
the inside cover. The police suggest circling the
numbers of your birth date or social security number.
Third, make sure  tp reporLany_and all thefts to the
police department. That's what they're there for,
let's use them.
Fourth,,if you see a suspicious character mulling
around a pile of books you know aren't his, call the
police immediately. Prevention is always the best
cure. •
And finally, if one of your books gets stolen, don't
take it out on some other unsuspecting victim by
stealing the book from him. You may be having
financial difficulties in coming up with the money to
buy another book, but the person you take the book
Iroin may not even have enough money to buy his
next meal.
- 
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Stiffening
standards
When Charles began teaching
high school English six years
ago, be was overruled_by his
princirol for flunking Me -Stud-
ents because they had not
mastered the freshman-level
skills. The principal waived the
studcnts through and told
Chades there was no such thing
as flunking. Charles resigned
thatyear and has since retreat-
ed to an Alaskan fishing boat.
Ile Associated Press brought
enccuraging word to me last
week 'reporting that school
distficts across the nation have -
stiffened promotion and grad-
uaticn standards. It's about
In New York last year, 9.4
percent of the fourth-graders
and14.7 percent of the seventh.
grachts were flunked. A Mich-
igan whool district flunked 22
percent of its kindergarten, first
and second-graders.
In Washington. D.C.. one in
-six-elementarv st tidc pHs may be -
fluted for failing to Master'
bast skills. In Atlanta, nearly
eight percent of elementary and
highschool students will repeat
the same grade this fall. Nine-
teen percent of the city's
first- graders failed last year
emit-Jared to five percent two
years ago.
lie changing educational
trend reflects today's economy
and lifestyle. With the world
getting harder and harder to live
in. I seems sensible to- make
education, the core of every
individual. more difficult. too.
Taighening school district
staridards and. striving to devel-
op the best teachers possible
can only help us.
Nikt are what we are because
of eckiption or the lack thereof.
If eckrational systems continue
to practice social promotion, the
act cf advancing a student
rega-cless of performance, soc-
iety will landslide.
A high school graduate who--
has been pushed 'along is a -
problem to society. Reading,
writing and math will be const-
ant dfficulties.
flaps the most important
facet to master is language. If
. we attempt to master the
Engish language, we've picked
the hardest of them all.
lAtiat other fundamentals
can't we afford-to lose? Educat-
ion. Education is the funda-
mertal foundation to life.
A National Education Assoc-
iation', television', cunjnerciaI
suns the fact precisely: "A '
strcng America • needs stmn1
pubic schools."
Ton Burrall is, a senior
forestry major, minoring in
journalism, from Geneva, NPw
York His column appears here
on 7hursdays.
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To the editor:
Craig Freshley
observations" s
the Clash had
desired in the Se;
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Response
EQUAL TIME
I he Mame Curninis welcome, letters to the editor. Letters should bebite! (100 s.ord, or less) and include a name and telephone number.Nana,' %ill be AA ithheld onls under special cuLurnstan.,
" Al11,11 nious" and open letters, although
ssekome, %ill not be published.
he thmre( 0111111A
reserses'the
right to
edit lener.
The Clash is premier punk
To the editor:
Craig Freshley's "expanded
observations" on punk and
the Clash had a little to be
desired in the Sept. 13th issue.
Sallie., •Vallelywas , not_
inaccurate to call the Clash
punk. The Clash is one of the
premier punk bands. They
were one of the bands on the
Dec. '76 Anarchy Tour along
with the Sex Pistols. The Sex
Pistols are gone and to expect
bands to continue in their
T • exact facilion is_ ridiculous.
The Clash did and do produce
highly political and rebellious
music. The Clash and Given
Enough Rope, the first two
Clash albums, are very similar
in musical style to Never Mind
the Bullocks (since this is
Freshley's epitome of punk).
Just because the Clash's
musical style has changed the
words have not. The Clash is
a band off the streets of
London who have never
Wake up
and smell
the eoffee
To the edifor,
After having read Frank
Harding's editorial
"Muscles?" in Wednesday's
issue, all I Can say is; gag me
yvith a huge spoon!
Frank, 1 think it's time to
wake up and smell the coffee!
I have been weight lifting on
and off for 2 years now and if
you knew anything about the
human anatomy, you would
know that weight lifting does
not turn women into hulks.
Weightlifting is a fantastic
way to get into great physical
shape. It firms up your
body and makes you less
susceptable to injuries!
As far as you putting down
Jane Fonda goes, she should
"wail the daisies out of you!"
1 bet you voted far Reagan
didn't you?
Pat'Zudeck
Orono
BCCitudents taking the brunt again
To the editor:
Well, it seems as if the BCC-
based Orono students are
taking the brunt of the
administrative decisions once
again. In a very sudden and
unwelcome announcement, we
have been informed that
Augusta and Belfast Hall
residents over 20 yearas of age
 • now have- aCCGJJ IV open
fOOMS and singles in Lewiston
and Rockland halls, and can
begin moving in starting
Friday. If this was the only
fact involved, there wouldn't
be a problem. But it isn't the
only fact; several others
involved make this
administrative move unfair to
Lewiston and Rockland hall__
residents.
Due to some articles and
editorials the Campus has
published, many people are
aware that Augusta has
aware that Augusta and
. Belfast- Hall- -resitlents
• longer bring alcohol into theOnomatopoeia dorms. This rule was a
forgotten their roots. The
Clash could still be considered
punk. Punk has grown,
changed and gone off into
many tangents whic_1; has
caused so much confusion
_over_the_definition of the word
"punk". I believe the Clash is
a sincere band and Craig
Freshley should examine them
more closely.
Sandra Harris
408 Hannibal Hamlin
To the editor:
On behalf of
Onomatopoeia, a student
organization for the Oral
Communication of Literature,
I would like to invite you to
our first fall get-together on
Tuesday, Sept. 21, at 6:30
p.m. in the Coe Lounge,
Memorial Union.
The poet Robert Creeley,
Elliott Professor in Writing
for 1982-83 in the English
Department, will be our guest
speakeLand reader.
All students of speech
communication, literature,
and drama are welcome as well
as other interested audiences.
Come and find out what
Onomatopoeia is!
-..---.-
•/'
raeaction to
problems
administration
had.
the alcohol
that the
felt the dorms
Obviously, the fact that
many residents in these dorms
are minors also was a factor.
But whether or not the
administration admit it. it was
a movtTo see student reaction
to having a "dry" campus,.
wahich is their ultjrnate goal:
But- this rule *t affects the
majority of the residents also
hurts a sm,all minority; the
people-of
So; Ahe administration
gives tPiese people a chance to
move to dorms that allow
alcohol, therby not violating
these people's rights. But
what about BCC resident's
right to know about policy
changes that are going into
effect. These decisions were
made over the summer with no
meaningful student input. We
had no idea that these rules
were going into effect when we
signed for our rooms last
semester.
--The Linty-Liherla fóhdiiig
into Lewiston and Rockland
halls is that the student be at
least 20 years of age. The
administration has informed
us that the alcohol policy has
nothing to do with ther
decision. It seems strange that
the age requirement for
moving into the halls is the
same as the legal drinking age
in this state. Is this just sheer
coincidence? We don't think
SO.
Previous BCC residents
came back for a reason. We
prefer the lifestyle at BCC and
we expected to come back to
it. We did not. The change
made this campus a place
where people would not want
to live. This is unfortunate.
There was a good atmosphere
at this campus; it has been
lost.
The administration has_
succeeded in making BCC an
unappealing place to live for
Orono students. It's sad that
they had to do it the way they
did. They've made some
people here feel cheated and
insignificant. We can take the
bus ride back and forth, but
it's hard to take that
_
Paul Winkelspecht
Rockland Hall, BCC
'Underhanded' adminisration spares cabin
—
Sincerely, -
Carol F. Hollenbeck-
President
Onomatopoeia
To the editor:
Why are a few vocal people
so upset at the removal of the
Cabins? So began a response
letter in the Maine Campus a
few days ago (Sept. 14). The
question was asked correctly,
but answered unsatisfactorily.
Upon their arrival back at
UMO most students heard the
cabins had been torn down. It
was over the summer that the
UMO administration felt the
need to alleviate-the-sewage
problem, the insulation
problem or maybe it was the
budget problem? That answer
satisfied- many students,Thiit
unless I am mistaken one of
those Cabins is still sitting
fully erected on university
property--by the university
farm. Surely it cost money for
the relocation and the upkeep
of the Cabin.
According to the calculation
BLOOM COUNTY
'Eta IV Ukt
MAKE A CIIIHT
CL 10 MARCIARET
-THATCHER .
f
Co
NAME
R.E.A5E
of the UMO "progressives", it
would most likely cost UMO
$2,500 for the spared Cabin.
Money is not important, is it?
First they acted
"underhandedly" by secretly
removing the cabins; now this
cabin shows up! Of course,
there is an explanation, but it
-He a-spiker
To the editor:
I would like to take this
zpribiTunity to invite anyone
interested in joining the
Volleyball Club to an
iiTiiiiaiional meeting,
Thursday, September - 16 at
6:30 p.m. in the FFA room
(Memorial Union). An
informal practice session,
which will take place in the
Gymnastics room of the
is a little late in coming. What
is it we have back behind the
cow farms of UMO? Political
dung?
Joel Spencer
427 Knox Hall
••
Memorial Gym, will
immediately follow the
▪ meeting. This is a great
chance to see what power
volleyball is like and _to learn
more about the club and its
activities. We enpourage
anyone with an interest in
volleyball to drop by and/or
join us. All you need is your
body. (Kneepads are optionall
Sincerely,
Alvin Lamarre
Volleyball Club member
695 S.Main Street, O.T.
by Berke Breathed
'Ea0...GON7
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Decline in black ducks forces new limitations
by Lisa DeBruyckere
Staff Writer
A senous decline in Maine blackducks since the 1950's has resulted in
a compromise to impose restrictions .
on the 1%21- - ack duck harvest, said aprofessor th wildlife resources atUMO.
Et Ray Owen said there are about300,000 black ducks along the AtlanticCoast compared to 750,000 in the1950's. On Sept. 3. the Maine
• oft La4tot4.i'e
Department of Inland Fisheries and '
Wildlife reduced bag limits, which arelimis on how many one can kill, and
 
 possession limits on black 'ducks for
Ii j
• •
•
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USED MILITARY
OUTERWEAR
Gabadine Air Force
Overcoat 14.99
NAVY PEA COATS
Cleaned and 36.99pressed
Perfect condition
G.I. FATIGUE A 79
PANTS Repaired 441
,
G.I. CHINO
PANTS Repaired 5.99
Long sleeve
Chino Shirt 6.49
Long sleeve
Poplin Sh i rt 2.79
100% WOOL
0.D.ARMY
BLANKETS
- ;i".
-----
_ r 
-:,"10.99 • ,
,Aua BUTT PACK
_1
Nylon Field Pack
that everyone has
wanted. Like the old
M-1956 standby, our
nylon pack attaches
between suspenders
& pistol belt. Use
with Alouble hook
strap or carry by the
handle. A choice 9-99item not to be passed •
by. Olive Drab.
Sanitized. •
•
4.
the 1982 season in an attempt to
increase the population.
The hunting season for all species of
ducks are the same as last year. The
state is divided into ncrthern and
southern zones. The northern zoneincludes all land north of Wesley.
Beddington, Orrington, Vienna. and
Otisfield. The duck season is open
Oct. 1 to Nov. 19 in this zone with adaily limit of one black duck per day.
Die southern zone has two seasons.
The I ist season is open Oct. 1 to Oct.
16 and is closed to the taking of black
ducks. Two black ducks per day are
allowed during the second season
from Nov. 15 to Dec. 18.
Owen said the speculative reasons
for the decline in black ducks include
loss of winter habitat, pollution and
developmeut in wintering areas such
as New Jersey, former DDT contamin-
ation in breeding areas including
Canada and Maine, and cooler wint-
ers. Owen said the cooler winters
subject the birds to starvation and
predation.
'-lhere's probably a multitude of
factors contributing to the decline,"
said Owen. "Locally, banding data
suggest harvest rates can be influent-
ial."
Warren Blander, representative to
the Mantic Flyway Council, stressed
harvest rates as a factor contributing
to black duck mortality. His report. to
the Council said unless both Canada
and the United States reduce hunting
prewre on black ducks, there will
continue to be a decline.
-
WEDEUVER WE DELIVER
PIZZA 12
Crabmeat 2i0 . 
Peppei:„.steak 2.5 0
li&rn-Cheaee 250
Roiasthee! 2.50
Iàliah gotwit.- Itarn
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3. ?5
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All our Pizias come
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NO EXTRA COST
Main Street Old Town
Phone 827-6551Ask Kelly Taylor and Susan -Littlefield from Hair Hallabout our reat food
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Eating an alternative in Orono a
by Jonathan Norburg
LMOST ANY RESTAURANT ONE goEsinto today features at least one type ofeak.'
Even oriental restaurants have Americansections to their menus. This, of course excludes fastfood, sub shops, and pizza parlors. Even restaurantswith reasonable exotic menus, featuring quiches and
souffle's have some sort of steak selection to attractthe meat and potatoes crowd.
And so now we come to The Next Door Cafe. Nextdoor? Next door to what? The Store of course. Iknow, ask a stupid question... Vikki and Ron Evers,long time proprietors of The Store, a natural foodstore in Orono. have ooPned a restaurant. of allplaces, next door. Chef Betsy Dunn and cooks
David Dunn and Kristin Hartley (the morning cook)specialize in some of the best alternative cooking
Awayfrom,
And no home to go to
by Debra Davenport
WAR IN BEIRUT HAS BROUGHT USextensive media coverage of Palestiniansuffering in refugee camps, yet three
Palestinian students at UMO and BCC,though miles from the camps and violence, saythey are also suffering.
"It's.
 easy to lqse ,inter,est in. life,'!.-said- UM 0-itidint and Palestinian Adnan Abdulla. "I've heardpeople say that New Hampshire's motto, 'Live FreeOr Die' is exaggerated, but when you don't have ahomeland, it's the reality."
Abdulla and other students from Palestine saytheir status as a nationless people deprives them of animportant sense of permanency and security that
only a country of their own could provide.
Although Abdulla, a 22 year-old civil engineering
major, has lived there since they were evicted from
Palestine in 1948, he is a citizen of Jordan because
"Kuwait does not encourage Palestinian residents tobecome citizens." 
_
He said he is studying rikinsiCi_ because "KuwaitUniversity has very few positions open forforeigners."
Maha Sabawi is a second year Liberal Arts student
at BCC. She spends the weekends with her family inBrewer where her father has purchased a hotel-business investment to allow him to be near his three
children attending UMO and BCC.
"My father is a good business man," she said,
"but money can't offer the security your countryprovides for you. After all these years, he still wouldprefer not to have all this money and to return to hishome and his land in Palestine.
"If you don't have land, how can you build?You're just building in the air," Sabawi said.
Another BCC student, Marwan Odeh, hopes to
return one day to work in his family's hometown ofJaffa, Palestine.
"I visited Palestine once in 1971," he said, "it,was lovely." He said, however, he has never been
able to return because the Iraelis permit Palestiniansto enter only to visit relatives."
Neighbors in Kuwait for 12 years, Odeh andAbdulla share a small apartment in Bangor where.they study, cook traditional Arabic food And keep a
be
close watch on events in the Middle East.
Odeh said the recent attention directed to thePalestinians by the war has helped the United Statesrecognize that the Palestinian position is critical andneeds an immediate solution.
"Before the war," Sabawi said, "when I toldpeople I'm from Palestine, they had no idea where Iwas talking about. I always had to add that it'soccupied by Israel."
Another importantvffect of the war. Abdolla said.has been reluctant recognition of the PalestineLiberation Organization as the official-Palestinianrepresentative.
-----ItThe-PLO represents all branches of our society,"
`he-said, "including engineers, doctors, students,teachers and people in the camps. It is a democraticorganization working under very difficultcircumstances. It is a government without a land."Abdulla feels the independence of a Palestinianstate such as the one proposed by President Reaganwill be a point of contention between the PLO andthe United States.
Mr. Reagan's plan calls for full Palestinianautonomy in the West Bank and Gaza-the territoriesIsrael has occupied since the 1967 war- and aneventual "self governing entity in association withJordan," wrote the New York Times."
"An independent state," Abdulla said, "is whatthe Palestinians have struggled for all these years.
"I know the Zionist lobby in Washington has atremendous effect on US foreign policy, but thatdoesn't mean the United States shouldn't take anindependent path towards dealing with thePalestinian problem."
Abdulla said there is "a great difference betweenJudaism as a religion and the zionist movement basedon racist ideology."
"The zionists are trying to use their religion toadvocate their political principles exactly as Nazismwas based on the superiority of the German race," hesaid.
Abdulla, Odeh and Sabawi said they plan to returnto the Middle East after graduation and to continuetheir struggle "for a homeland."
Photos by
.David Lloydd-Rees
Freshmen!!!
Atitentioac Keep a look out in the
Maine Campus concerning the arrival
of your Freshmen Mukbooli.
The tiesdior Skull Society
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Jonathan Norburg
is the Galloping Glut
around. It can't be called vegetarian because the
menu includes baked, stuffed haddock on occasion.
Lunch during the week features various
sandwiches of vegetarian nature, as well as some
excellent salads. This past summer, after a hot
morning of strawberry picking, I had a salad of
marinated vegetables and feta cheese that would
mesmerize the most hardcore of carnivores.
Dinner, Thursday thrOugh Saturday, includes
items from the haddock mentioned above to stir-
fried vegetables, not to mention the requisite quiches.
Saturday is a little different. Brunch is served from
9 a.m. to 2 p.m. with the main items being pancakes
and omelets.
—Everything is reasonably priced (down right cheap-
 
-
if you ask me) and served in ample propOrtions for
the heartiest eater. To make things even more
affordable for an evening dinner for two, it's BYOB
for wine. The mark up on wine is usually half-again
the wholesale price, but by buying your own andbringing it (they provide glasses and ice), you can
save several dollars. The most expensive single item
on the menu is the baked stuffed haddock at $4.95,
and most items are in the 5344 range with salads- - —time
coming extra.
Venturing in on a Friday night, my companion and
I easily found a place to sit. Despite the small size,
the place seldom fills to capacity in the evenings,
possible owing to the fact that people have not
discovered it yet. Our green salads arrived, with the
usual vegetables and sprouts: The choice of dressingsinctudehleucheese,cresisgy
 dal (delicious) and tahini.(my favorite).
Our entrees arrived after an appropriate interval.
Here we encountered a small problem of size. Due to
the sheer size of my serving of the haddock, it was
not cooked thoroughly. The stuffing was hot, but the
fish was not cooked, still maintaining its pinkish
color, and not at all flaky. My companion's stir-fried
vegetables were perfectly done, but again, there wasjust too much.
After—sending the fi!
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Next door to The Store is a new dining experience named the Next Door Cafeby natural food entrepreneurs Vikki and Ron Evers.
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After sendingthe fish back for a little more time inthe oven, I tried some of the vegetables. Served_ on abed of fried rice, the dish includes red and greenpeppers, shredded cabbage, string beans, chick peas,and seitan (say "devil"), a textured, marinated wheatglutin. Quite delicious actually. For you "carns"„ittastes a little and looks a lot likeluips of meat,;___The baked stuffed haddock came back, still atouch underdone, but not unnacceptably so. The
'
flesh was flaky, but with a still slight pink tinge. T1taste was excellent, obviously fresh and complete
...
boneless. The stuffing reminded me of my mother's,a good mixture of herbs, but with something extra:spinach! Perfect. A very good cheese sauce topped --off the dish.
With our meal we ordered popovers (since theyhad run out of croissants). They arrived hot and -fresh. The flaky brown crust hides an eggy, moistinterior. Well done!
And now for dessert. Or rather, now to look at thedesserts. Unfortunately, the huge servings left no
room, even for a slice of that delicious looking pecanpie or the Haagen Daz ice cream. Oh, . well, another
_
—time. 
- 
- • '
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ATURDAY MORNING, I VENTURED IN
alone to try the brunch. I wasn'tdisappointed. /Ole( sitting down with a
couple of friends whom I had discovered, I ordered
an omelet. The choice of ingredients for an omeletincludes several vegetables, swiss or cheddar cheese,
and pear sauce with sour cream. Gluttony got thebetter -of nie..PRALI.hed he vegetables • and thepear sauce. Although excellent separately, the flavors
are not complimentary, tending to wash each other
out. I have no one to blame but myself.
After playing around with it for a while I was able
to separate the sauce with sour cream and the
metables into different areas of the omelet, thus
allowing me to enjoy the two distinct flavors. As Ilater found out while talking to her, Kristin, the
cook, thought that there might have been a mistake
ence named the Next Door Cafe. The restaurant is owneders.
in the order, but didn't say anything. The portion
was, again large, but not nearly so large as dinner,leaving room for toast with currant jam, and plentyof milk.
I later talked with Vikki about her plans for the
Next Door Cafe. Very soon they will start work on asolarium to go on the front of the building. Alongwith the extra table space it will protect the dinersinside from the cold air whenever the door is opened.Since the face of the building is only three degrees offdue south, the sun will turn it into a heater of sortsfor the building during the daylight hours on sunnydays. They hope to have this mini-green house doneby the end of October, before the snow flies.So, if you're looking for something other than beef in its various forms and fried food, look into the
--Next Door Cafe in Orono on Mill Street, across from
— Park's Hardware and next door to The Store.
FleetwoodMac's success
is no Mirage
by Sallie Vallely
T HOUGH THREE YEARS HAVE PASSEDsince Fleetwood Mac released Tusk, its last
major album, that undefinable, original,pulsating, frolicking sound is still alive andflourishing. Released last Spring, Mirage exemplifiesthe band's creative writing talents and demonstratesthat the spark and vitality of Fleetwood Mac was
never4M-Aliose faint-ifs- %kart 11W6tig1i'Ihe -Musicindustry about a possible break-up due to musicaldifferences within the band have been thoroughlydispelled.
I have often heard Fleetwood Mac criticized anddescribed by eonnoisseuers of pop music as being
"too commercial." One Of the definitions Webstergives for commercial is "designed for mass appeal",
which I might add, does not denote to me, anything
as vile as the way I have heard. commercial used by
these connoisseurs. But that is a subject, for anotherdiscussion. At any rate, if you want to say that
Fleetwood Mac is commercial, well they are by the
above definition. They do have a mass appeal.
Their first album, Fleetwood Mac/Fleetwood Mac,
released in 1975, stayed in the top five for over six
months. Rumors, released in 1977, the bands next
release, went platinum. And Tusk broke the
charts wide open in 1979.
undefinable, orginal
pulsating sound is alive
and well on Mirage
What is the key to Fleetwood Mac's success? Itiirscompletely original musical sound that no othergroup imitates along with an amazing talent forwriting songs; songs that can make one happy, onesad, one float, and one laugh. I guess wept back
again to mass appeal, something for everyone.
We'll
) hm.)••••,), mo)em,16•••)••• em.)eim emolgeZ. dm)••••)•••)em rmio)m.)Come Worship With Us
at United Baptist Church of Old Town
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1
provide transportation to and from campus.f
See the schedule below.
Pick-up and Return run to campus for
40:45 am Worship Service
_Penobscot Hail' 10:00am
York CoMple,C(Kennebec) r 
 10104am
Wells (in front of Hancock)
Sommerset—(Hilltop)
Androscroggin Hall 
For more information call 827-2024
10:08an
10112am
10:15am
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Fleetwood Mac is comprised of Mick Fleetwoodon drums, John McVie on bass, Christine McVie onkeyboards and vocals, Stevie Nick's on vocals, andLindsay Buckingham on guitar and vocals.
Mirage listens smoothly and moves gracefullythrough its love and life songs. "Hold Me," byChristine McVie and Robbie Patton, has been well
aired by local radio stations. The sound of McVie'skeyboards, Buckingham's guitar, and McVie's drum
rolls on this tune is an example
 of that
 special
y-Ini—iinderstand
me/Baby, don't you hand me a line/there's nobodyin the future/So, baby let me hand my love/Hold
me, hold me, hold me/."
4,inpire State, by Lindsay Buckingham, has againthat orginal sound as Buckingham sings of thatcommon dream to so many people, to be a part ofNew York. "New York, open your eyes to me/Letme be what I want to be/Tell me, tell me it's not tolate/Big Apple takin a bite of me."
Nick's, with her raspy unique voice, sings anoutstanding tune about having to say goodbye to alover, called "That's Alright." The tune isn't sad,however; but rather optimistic; leaving on a goodnote from someone you've cared about.
Mirage is well done. There's at least one song foreveryone on the Lp. Commercial? Well, maybecommercial in regard to Fleetwood Mac is justmusically, a pompous, meaningless word.
a ' Graduate Students
The GSB is offering grants for the fall
semester for up to '200.00 . Applications
o
should be picked up in the
Graduate Center
The deadline is October 15, 1982
a
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BREAKING INTO POLITICS
John BOtt bucked the odds and won
Photo by Steve_Markowitz
to finals week we were in touch with the town office.
We asked if the ballots were coming, and they said,
'yes, the Secretary of State says that they're on theby Victor R. Hathaway way and they should be here next week.' Well, we
couldn't be done. And some of his 
called every week for three weeks; the ballots weren't
there, and my stomach started churning."
The end of the semester was only a week away and
yOU'RE TILTING AT WINDMILLS,
they told him. Some of his friends said it 
the ballots had still not arrived. It looked as though
the gamble had failed and the campaign wasagony, advised him he didn't have a chance. P. doomed. "It got sd close," Ritzi said, "I really
professors, hoping to spare him a personal
But John Bott believed anyway.--fied--been thought we were going to lose." ,thinking of running for the Maine Legislature since It was Tuesday of finals week when the ballotshis sophomore year at UMO. It was a wish, hope, finally landed in the Orono town office. John hadand design that had grown and matured until it only four notaries to distribute the 130 ballots—consumed his waking hours. Last January, as he which had to be certified, filled out, and sealed in thebegan his final semester, he finally did something notary's presence— and only four days to do it in.about it. 
"We had to act fast, because every day people wereJohn decided to run as the Republican candidate 
...:. starting to leave for the summer," John said.for the Representative Di-strict 77, which includes But by the end of the week, 119 ballots wereUMO and the surrounding community. His returned to the town office, filled out by studentsopponent is Nancy Whitman, the Democratic ...--_...-. 
. -.-- who had indicated support for John Bott. But thecandidate. The seat is being vacated by Richard race for the primary was only half run. ,Davies. 
"Once the ballots were filled out and taken to"I first started gathering people together to work town hall, it was almost like those votes were in theon the campaign from people I had a good working bank. Then we started turning to the door-to-doorrelationship with in Student Government," he said. campaign._ When school got outs I. w_ent to about 250"First you talk to your close friends. That's where t6100 Republictn households in town."you get initial support. These were people who had ( 
--...4 As June 8 approached, John found himself wakingan interest in politics and really cared and wanted to up each mornng before the alarm went off. Thoughtshelp out. Those are the people you start out with." of the campaign were the first to pass through his"Politics is loving the business. If you don't have aFrom that group John found a core of about 15 Mind each day. He was on the phone before he hadgenuine concern for people, you shouldn't be in thestudents—Republicans, Democrats, and business." made breakfast, and spent the rest of the day on hisIndependents—to from a campaign staff. feet. Some days he didn't eat; but then, on most daysOne of those people was Steve Ritzi, who became And they did. In order for the campaign to stay eating was the least of the many things he had on hisJohn's cani-PAIllai—nanagCr • SleY-e-is-a—$143J4cunote-aA----ative----attd• wit/FITT iitylicipe—ofTstifin making iTtiii----inind-:- 
---- -
---UlGR)41ri-dhaditriown John from the Student Senate 
"Campaigning involves a_lot of hard work, a lot ofAugusta—a large number of students wOuld have a -last year. He also believed. "The first thought that vote before the end of the semester through absentee frustration, but there's no substitute for votercrossed my mind was, what a great idea," Ritzi said. ballots. contact," John said. "People want to have. the"It really did seem possible. It was going to be a And so began a mammoth task. The first step chance to shake your hand and look you in the eye.fight, everybody realized that. We knew we had our involved getting not only as many students as They want to ask you questions. So going door-to-work cut out for us, but it didn't seem impossible." possible registered to vote, but enrolled as door is a must. There's no excuse for a candidate toBut a major obstacle had been thre from the Republicans as well. "We went across all political sit on his or her duff and let others do the work ofbeginning. John had a tough opponent in the 
meeting people."types," John said. "We even got some that I don'tRepublican primary: Robert Virtue. "I was think were Republicans by nature, but they thought The primary of June 8 was very close. The marginwondering," Ritzi said, "how strong this man was I'd do a good job, so we got them enrolled. was only 50 votes, Ritzi said. And John was on hisgoing to be. After all, he was a 26-year air force , , way to Novermber 2 with a new lease on life—and aofficer who, in the public's eye, has incredible " E SIGNED OUT FOR 130 BALLOTS. WEgambled. We decided td have the ballots lesson for the rest of us: Maybe Don Quixote wasn'tmaturity and organizational 5,kil1s. he has name hand-delivered. Three or four weeks prior to so crazy after all.recognition in the town, and-he's a fairly eloquent
speaker "
As time went on, it seemed that beating Robert
Virtue would be a major upset, if it could be done at
all. Virtue, you see; had a marvelous advantage.
Most of his natural support came from outside the
university; most of John's, from within it. And the
primaries were scheduled for June 8, long after the
end of classes.
"I was an underdog with the students going
away," John said. "Many friends of mine didn't
think I was going to pull it off. I had comments from
Editor's note: This is the second in a series of articleit
on political candidates running for office in Maine
that will appear in the Maine Campus Magazine.
a few teachers who said they didn't think I had a
chance.
"But one of the things you find out aboutcampaigns is, they're very dramatic. An atmosphere
like that tends to bring out the best in people. They
start to work hard, and they find out how much
they've go in them."
Next week:
Harvard
students
speak
at UMO
The Golden Scissors
132 N, Main St, Brewer
989-1934
Men's Cuts.
LadieLTS5:00 off on perms
Ask for Katt-v or Helen
Mon.-Sat. 8am-5pm
Thus. & Fri. Eves,
by appt. Mon.- Wed..,
- Expires 9/30 
a
• 11
Our Classified pages bring results!No matter what you have to sell or rent, be itbooks, cars, or apts. The cost is,low and theresponse can be quite !high gh en the reader-ship of The Maine Campus. To place your ad.contact Stere Hall at The Maine Campus at581.7170, or the information booth in theMemorial Union.
Cl ossified
•••••••
rate: '1.20 for the first 15 words.
10' each additional word
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World News
Abortion
issue
postponed
WASHINGTON (AP) 
-Senate lead-
ers agreed Wednesday to put off until
next war a debate and votes on a
constitutional amendment designed to
limit or eliminate legalized abortions.
Meanwhile, there were indications
that a filibuster against a second
anti-abortion mesure may be drawing
to a dose.
As Republican leaders grew in-
creasingly impatient with the pace of
the debate, Sen. Orrin-Hatch, R-Utah,
said he would abandon efforts to get a
constitutional amendment through the
senate in the waning days of the 97th
Congress.
Mijority Leader Howaririf.- Baker
Jr. primised Hatch that the Senate
would take up his amendment next
spring.
Tie amendment would allow either
Congress or the state legislatures to 
 .
prohibit ot'regulate abortions. Be. For the first dine' in their 14-week-
old rivasion, the israelis driove into
the former PLO nerve center in the
FakIsni neighborhood. They also
entered the Bir Hassan neighborhood.
requisite two-thirds vote at this time." on the edge of the Chatilla refugee
said Hatch of the amendment, which camp, thecoastal strip stretching from
has become an issue in his own Ouzai to the burned-out Summerland
_ _ Atectioct_elmpaign--ip-Xt _ .........klotel„andloolt aver the_llocto_LBe
correspondents reported.
Former Prime Minister Saeb Salem,
Lebanon's Moslem elder statesman,
- sent urgent appeals to President
Ragan and Saudi King Fahd to
intervene to "curb the Israeli
Invasion," Lebanon's state television
reported.
lie Israeli command also clamped a
curfew on Sidon, the main city in
southern Lebanon, and closed the
Lebanese-Israeli border to all but
military traffic. Prime Minister
Menachem Begin's spokesman, Uri
Porat, told reporters in Jerusalem the
army entered west Beirut to head off
"a dangerous situation."
Israeli troops
•
enter
cau.cr a constitutional amendment
requites a two-thirds vote, it faced
almost certain defeat in the Senate.
"I bplieve we have the
-' The amendment -had been compet-
ing vith legislation proposed by
conservative Sen. Jesse Helms, R-NC.
Helms has beer battling a liberal
filibuster which has so far blocked
action on his anti-abortion package,
which would take only a majority vote
for Senate passage.
Shcrtly before the Senate voted for
the turd time on whether to break the
filibuster, Assistant Majority Leader
Ted Stevens, R-Alaska. said Helms
--=-
-tacksthe-support he neerh fret-MS
bill through the Senate.
west Beirut
EFIRUT, Lebanon (AP) -Israeli
troop and armor pushed into Moslem
west Beirut early Wednesday to head
off what they called a "dangerous
situation" following the bombing that
kiled Israeli-backed President-elect
BashirGemayel and at least 26 senior
aides. 1"41
The trpops entered WCSt Beirut in a
"limited" move "to prevent fighting
asUre peace," atter e Thesday
blastthat killed Gemayel, the Tel Aviv
command said. It gave no details, but
correspondents in Beirut reported that
leftist Moslem militiamen fired
bazookas and machine guns and the
Israeli tanks fired back, setting
buildings and leftist positions afire.
PRINTED
T-SHIRTS
OUR SPECIAIITY, PLUS A WHOLE LOT MORE
fal —CO' Me WO our shop where we'll fix
yott-ue wt.th .1 or 1000 T's. We have
our own.darkroom and art dept.
s, Creative ideas and fast service flow to
you right here in Orono.
7,
866 7997
\ 4,
0-4
'4
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Nuclear power cost-effective
BANGOR, Maine (AF') But because New England and the
power will continue to be the most
says  miclear____ south Atlantic_ states are far fromA new federal report
cost-effective source of electricity for
New England and the south Atlantic
states through 1995.
The report says a new coal fired plant
built today would be a better deal than
a new nuclear plant in theMidwest and
central states, while in other parts
sources of coal; a new nuclear plant
would hold a 5-percent cost advantage
over a new coal plant in those regions,
the report concluded.
The state energy office has predicted
that electric bills probably would rise
an average of 21 percent a year if
voters agree Nov. ,2 to .;414111%144„.....-.Of the natipk.e.oal and Do Ileac wouick----- 'plant irtfrve years. _be about equally cost effective.
u ti,,HEINEKEN NIGHT!
Thursday
Heineken for just $1.00
at the Bounty Tcrverhe _
u p Holiday Inn,Main St.,Bangor
AT STANDARD 
Women's Fall Walking
BOOT
by Dunham's
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UPPER 
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CLEATED
SOLE 
040,
i•t•
.7"taw........„ To.
'449'
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MONTPELIER, Vt. (AP) -The
amcunt of hashish taken in what
was termed the largest drug
raid i n Vermont history turned
out to be twice the origianal
estimate, officials said Wednes-
day.
Authorities actually confis-
cated some 4,000 pounds of
hastish in the massive drug
bust at a Bakersfield house on
Tueslay, said Ted Handoga, an
agert for the Federal Drug
A cimiristration.
ltwas originally reported that
1,900 pounds of hashish was
seized during the raid tht
authmities termed the "Biggest
drug raid in Vermont history."
BA Hondaga said a closer
look M the boxes and large
cylinders in which the drugs wre
paded revealed there was twice
as mach as estimatedTuesday.
He said the wholesale value ofthe "drugs is about $4 million,
the .sfreet value is close to$10 million.
A total of eight people have
been arrested in the case, the
agert said.
Craft Shop
See our large
selection of
Christmas items
Bath Shop-
shower curtains
25/ Discount
Kitchen Shop
Buy 6 glasses
get 2 free
Giftwares
holiday gifts
Frame and
Poster Shop
custom
10/ discount
with student ID
Tops & Jeans
Shop
Your home accent
and variety Store
%en-NI-on-Sat 930-53°
Friday nights until 9:00 PM
News Briefs
VA11CAN CITY (AP)- Pope
John Paul II gave Yasser Arafat
a private audience Wednesday,
telling him Palestinians deserve
a homeland but everyone in the
Mickle East must shun "viol-
ence in every form, above all
terrorism and retaliation," the
Vatican announced.
The PLO chairman made no
public comment on the Vatican
session, but a Palestinian priest
said Arafat considered it a
turning point in the PLO's quest
for international support.
a three-paragraph -
muniue, the Vatican said nq
1- 4
Paul spoke in English with
Arafat, expressing "good will
for the Palestinians" and telling
him that a Middle East peace
solutiai "must exclude recourse
to arms and violence in every
form, and above all terrorism
arid nlaiiation."
Jchn Paul also called for "a
recogritkm of the rights of all
peoples and in particular those
of Palestinian people for their
own homeland and of Israel for
security."
Neither the Vatican commun-ique nix PLO spokesmen reveal-
ed what Arafat told the ,tope.
In the later speech, the pontiff
said. "The Pope and the
Cathobc Church look with sym-pathy' in consideration of bothpeoples. Israelis and Palestin-ians," and added he hopes that
" eadi one accepts the existence
and reality of the other and thatthey may find a path todiakgue."
AUGUSTA, Me. (AP) -
More than 170 miles of fournortiern Miane river corridors
will b_e_off limits to commercial
and residential development
unclor regulations adopted Wed-
nesday by state officials.
Ile Land Use Regulation
Conmision's rules affecting the
St. John, Allagash, and East and
We Branches of the Penobscot
rives were adopted at a commi-
sionmeeting held this month in
Canabassett Valley, said LURC
Dinrtor Jeffrey Pidot.
Manv.inle. Pidot told the
Asariated Press he will resign
after Jan. 1, 1983. "lt•s been a
terific job and a terrific chal-
lenge. But I think that after
three years, it's a good time to
cons der what elsse I could do
with my life," he said.
Ft said the new zoning
polia es are an extension of a
river crotection policy__ adoptcd
in Jay by the Brennan adminis-
tratim.
This calculator thinks business.The Ti Student Business Analyst:If there's one thing undergrad
business students have always
needed, this is it: an affordable,business-oriented calculator.
The Student Business Analyst.
Its built-in business formulas
let you perform complicated
finance, accounting and
statistical functions—the ones
that usually require a lot of
time and a stack of reference
books, like present-and future
value calculations, amortiza-
tions and balloon payments.
It all means you spend less
time calculating, and more
time learning. One keystroke
takes the place of many.
The calculator is just part
,•••
of the package. You also get
a book that follows most
business courses: the Business
Analyst Guidebook. Business
professors helped us write it,to help you get the most out
of calculator and classroom.
A powerful combination.
Think business.
With the Student
Business Analyst.
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Sports
Thomas hands hooters first loss2-1 
 
by Iter Weed
Staff Writer
The UMO soccer team lost a rain
drendied game to Thomas College by
a score of 2-1 yesterday at home.
Maine's record now stands at 2-1. It
was Thomas's season opener
Ivkine opened the scoring when
midfielder Jim O'Connor scored an
unassisted goal at 15:57 of the first
half. O'Connor took advantage of a
Thomas mistake and fired a low shot
past Thomas keeper Tom Bolluck.
C/Connor almost added another
goal en he struck the crossbar with
a shot later in the first half.
The next goal did not come until the
2603 mark of the second half when
Therms took advantage of a Maine
miscue on defense and scored. Pat
DeTursi scored the goal with Carmelo
Rigin and Den ason Blake assisting.
. Later in the half, Maine's left back
Erie -Larnberton made an exceptional
liding save of a ball that looked like a
certain Thomas goal. Lamberton hust-
led ink) Maine's goal and cleared the
ball just before it crossed the line.
But, Thomas took advantage of
another lapse in Maine's defense and
scored the winning jgoal at 37:40 of the
second half. 
Thomas coach Bill Swartz felt that
Orono deserved the win because he
felt that his team played sloppily at
times. He said his players wanted to
win as badly as Maine's but they made
too many mistakes. He said some of
his team's-mistakes were due to the
fact that it was his team's first game.
"lilts year's Maine team is not as
good individually but they are better
collectively than last year's squad,"
said Swartz.
Swatz said Maine coac_h_trit Dyer
is (king a fine job with the.. squad.
He said Maine controlled the first
half but his team took over duriug_the
second half. He said the game was
fought mostly at half-field.
Maine coach Jim Dyer said he felt
both teams were equal. He said none
of thegoals were created by construct-
ive play but were the results of
opportunities created by the other
team's mistakes. Dyer said the
weather was not conducive to const-
ructive soccer. 
- .-
14said Maine was not as patient as
they bad beer' in the previous games.
outshot' Thomas 18-12.
Mainiteeper David LaPrise had 10
saves while Tom Bolluck stopped 11
shots for Thomas.--
-71Viinen-ext-grtmels-.Septembef21
at-txxxe against Husson College.
-
by Paul Tukey
Staff Writer
Wien the University of Rhode
Island Rams viSit Alumni Field
Saturdav to-take on Maine's
football Bears, it will be more
than just another game for one
of Ron Rogerson's right-hand
men. 
 _
Receiver coach Steve Tosches
graduated from URI in 1979 and
has known many people assoc-
iated with the Rams' football
program for -as long as seven
years and he admits that will be
on his mind as he stands on the
sidelines Saturday.
Asa standout quarterback at
the Stamford, Connecticut High
School, Tosches was recruited
by then Idaho State coach Bob
Grin. Tosches started his first
two seasons at Idaho, but his
coach left for the head coach job
at URI.
Steve Tosches
Ater his sophomore year,
Tosches transferred to Rhody to
finish his coftg• :e career with
Griffin. In 1978, in a game
against UMass, he set three URI
garnerecords for most complet-
ions a2), most yards passing
(327), and most total offense
(339 yards). Tosches is still the
second ranked career passer in
„New agland history with 4,772
yardsand 18 touchdown passes.
A free agent trial with. the
Hamikon Tiger Cats of the
Canadian Football League end-
ed Tosehes's playing days and
he tegan his coaching career
the next season as a graduate
assistant at URI.
Last year, he was offered the
job of receiver coach in a new
staff being recruited by Ron
Rogerson--newly appointed
Make coach and Tosches said
"homecoming"of sorts for Bears' coach
he was glad to come to Maine.
"1 had heard nothing but good
things about Ron from a lot of
peopleand this job is a big boost
for my coarhing career," he
said.
As for playing his alma-mat-
 
 er. 4ocl
personally challenging. mostly
for the braggin rights."
Tosches said he still knows
about three-quarters of the
playas and the entire URI
coaching staff and he feels he'll
play a bigger role in prepping
the Bears for this game than he
doesother weeks. "I can help in
terms of description of players,
knowing their speed, and with
---refere-ii-cet- of the
playzn," he said.
-the team is not all the same
because personnel changes dic-
tates change," he said, "but I
still knaw coaching pfiRiiso- phies
andtendencies (of URI). I would
hope that I can play more of a
role ttis week."
ft hasn't played on the field
fora couple of years now and he
says he doesn't miss it like he
used in.'"There. was an adjust-
mentperiod," he said, "but as I
get deeper into coaching I enjoy
ietnore and more--it lends its
own excitement.''
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Varsity skiing dropped, club funding limited
by Tom Burrall
Staff Writer
When the Black Lear skiers hit theslopes this year, they may slalomaround gates with deeper ruts than inthe past. The Department of Athleticsis no longer going to fund the men'sand women's teams which will changetheir former varsity team status to clubstatus.
Acting Director of Athletics, StuartHaskell said he dropped the fundingbecause every contest is away fromhome involving a relatively smallnumber of participants and because of
..the wear and tear on the coachtransporting the kids." 
-
"Poor road conditions and drivingthree to four hundred miles for such asmall number of participants is notworth the funding," he said. Haskellsaid it would have been different ifthere were NI or so participants." —Liability' insurance and theincreasingly high costs of funding skiteams were part of dropping the team
status but it "wasn't for financialreasons alone," Haskell said.
The ski teams now become clubsports since the Department ofAthletics will no longer fund them.Club sports rely on the Student Senate,private donations, fund-raisingcampaigns and individual participantmonies for funding.
Jeff Mills, president of the StudentGovernment said, "The StudentSenate is only one of the outlets forclubs toget money. Money's tight rightnow and especially so for clubs becausethey are the last to get funded."With S230 thousand already plannedto fund the six boards (StudentEntertainment and Activities Board,Off-Campus Board, Student LegalServices Board, Interdormitory Board,Graduate Board and BCCProgramming Board), Mills plans tohave S50-60 thousand remaining fmn„the total senate budget for clubfunding.
Whether the ski clubs will get senatefunding has not been determined.Brud Folger, the men's and women's
head ski coach, doesn't see any majordifferences in the switch. Thecompetition will remain the same inclub status as is team status.
"The key is funding," Folger said."Skiers have always contributed abundle out of their own pockets. I havealways paid a bundle out of my ownpocket."
Folger is uncertain of the amount offunding he will ask the Student Senatefor each of the ski, clubs. "I'll haveto see what the other clubs are getting.I can't ask for the world." 
-
-Debbie Briggs, a junior agriculturaland resource economics major andmember of the ski team for two years,said participation is a problem with thewomen's team. "We're not lookingforward to having a team unless we get _more participation. With a school ofthis size, we should hays-a
-ski-team.
—But nobody had any drive to do it."Last year the women had fourmembers on the team, the minimum byrule, meaning all four had to competein each of the four events.
John Light, a senior chemistry
major and three year veteran saysfunding will "most definitely be aproblem. It takes a considerableamount of money to run the team. If-we can't get enough, we won't be ableto compete."
Scott Gould, a senior electricalengineering major with two years ofteam experience, said there will be a
"big change" because of the funding.
"We compete against the best' skiteams in the country and to evencompete with UVM, where its top
sport is probably the ski team, it's hardto compete."
"It's hard enough to make itthrough school as is," Gould said.
"I'll give some support for ski costs
_but I'm here for school IMforeathletics."
Light and Gould say_the___Jnme.,_attitudes ta-ii
----clianged and thatthe interest is there and "we'repsyched."
There will be a meeting for al:persons interested in skiing this seasonOctober 12 at 6:30 in the North BangorLounge in the Memorial Union.Women look to repeat at Bowdoin Invitationalby Chuck Morris
Staff Writer
This Saturday the women'scross-country team travels toBowdoin College. They will faceColby, South= Maine, and the
"host in the annual BowdoinInvitational.
As defending champions andstarting a varsity stronger thanlast year's state squad, coachBallinger admitted, "it shouldn'tbe a very difficult meet." "But,Colby and Bowdoin have acouple good runners whom wewill have to be aware of," hesaid.
With Kathy Smith and TammyPerkins, who was third in lastyear's meet on the 3.3 mile course(in a time of 21:30), questionablefor the meet due to injuries, itseems that the UMaine harriersshould have to be a little cautious
Jo
-Anne Choiniere (Morin photo)
UNIDERGRADUAIIE TRAINEESHIPS-
Undergraduate Traineeships still available in the Bilingual(French/English) Teacher Training Program at UMO.
Traineeships include:
- Tuition and fees
- $50.00 book allowance per term
For program information and application, contact:
Dr. Raymond J. Pelletier, Director
Bilingual Teacher Training Program
114 Shibles Hall
University of Maine - Orono
Orono ME 044459-
581-2691
(<-
about any upset. However, afterlast weekend's meet at BostonCollege, the women showed theyadded some depth to go withtheir two All-New England andAll-East runers. Jo-AnneChoiniere and Rose Prest (lastyear's 1-2 finish, respectively, inthe Bowdoin Invitational).Sue Elias, JenniferCunningham, and froshsensation Sonja McLaughlin, inher first collegiate meet, "all hada very strong finish at BC,"according to Ballinger. As thecoach of UConn, Bob Kennedy
stated, "UMO was out of the
race till the last mile." It wasduring that time that Elias,Cunningham, and McLaughlinshowed their talent anddetermination and picked up a lotof valuable positions to securethe victory. Ballinger added, "It
was an excellent team effort." Inthat tri-meet the Black Bears
upset UConn by three points.
"Cindy Lynch and freshmanBeth Heslam also ran well," saidBallinger.
The Bears' first home meet isOctober 2 against UVM.
\Ns. %%%%%%%%%
Student Senate Sign-up
ireCtionS oDE,s,
Thurs.
_Sept. 30
Sign up
Sept. 15th -22'
Student GovernmentOffice 581-7801
3rd- Floor
Memorial Union
Irk
BCC Students at BCCUnion in Student
 Services
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Field hockey squad drops opener 2-1
by Sharon Keeler
Staff Writer
Losing the first game of any season_is not something that any team likes todo and the U.M.O. Varsity FieldHockey Team is no exception.
The Black Bears must have had a lot
• on their minds as they traveled homeTuesday night from the University of
New Hampshire after their 2-1 loss to
the Wildcats. The Bears, however, left
their opponent with one, big thing tothink about - U.M.O. is certainly not ateam to be taken lightly.
Coach Davis termed the gamebasically a "defensive one" as was
evident in the first half with both teamsgoing scoreless. _ILN.14.- -used a line
that was unique to the Bears, but Davis
said that the team adjusted well and
was able to help goalie Cheryl Kimballturn away any scoring opportunities.
At the half, things looked pretty goodfor the Maine women.
_ U.N.H. came out in the second half
and, after ten minutes, put one by
Kimball.
Maine was not about to be shut outhowever, as right-winger, Carol
Philbrook, scored her first goal of the
season eleven minutes later.
Play—stayed pretty well even• but
U.N.H. took the upper hand as Mainebegan to tire. Coach Davis explained
that "the offense had trouble
generating a team attack." She went
on to explain that the offensive line put
on a tremendous amount of pressure
UMass first loeArspikers--
by Roland Morin
Staff Writer
Ttr UMO women's volleyball team
squareg off against New Englandpowerhouse UMass Friday night at
Amherst in the. UMass Invitational
opening their 1982 campaign.
Under the leadership of coach Janet
Anderson. the women will be seeking
their tenth Maine Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics for Women
championship in the eieven yearhistory of the program at Maine.
The Black Bears have five returning
players from last year's squad.
Captains Linda Kaczor, a senior and
Pam Desroches, a junior, lead the
contingent seeking to improve on last
year's 17-8 record. Also returning arejunior Kellyann Linn, sophomores
Heidi eleweiling and Heather Kann.
Bolstering the veteran nucleus are two
players that coach Anderson labels
•
once they got the ball up to the 25 yardline. But, they started having some
trouble keeping the ball up that high
and the Wildcats monopolized.
With only four minutes left in the
game, U.N.H. registered their second,
and game winning, goal. 
-
Coach Davis commended herdefense very highly as they compiled
some pretty impressive statistics.
Kimball had twelve saves in the goalfor Maine, and the entire defensive
unit turned away 28 shots and twelve
penalty corners.
"Nancy Szostak did a • great jobbringing the ball out of the circle,"Davis added. "She was consistent allday and totally unintimidated." 
_ _Overall, Davis was very pleased withthe way her team played. Especially
considering the lack of practice timethe Bears have had and the reputation
of the opponent. "Everyone
considered us a major underdog,"
added Davis, "but we proved them
wrong.")The Black Bears definitely
__showed that they could-compete-withthe best of the teams in their division.
I
"pleasant surprises"; Barbara Blaze-wicz, 'a transfer front CobleskillCollege majoring in physical educat-ion. and freshman Christine Baker.Rounding out the squad will befreshman Kathy_ Megquier and 
-Hoyt.
Anderson who has coached the team
since its inception in 1971 says, "We
expect to do well but the team to beatis Farmington (UMaine-Farmingiton).They have all of their starters
returning from last year."
At the UMass Invitational will be
some of the strongest teams in theEast including Maine's first round
opponent. UMass and the pereniallytough U.S. Military Academy.
Pirfently the team is engaged in
conditioning drills to prepare them-selves. for the long grueling season
after the nine-month layoff..'
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Welcoming back
faculty residents
Residential Life welcomes returning
and new. faculty-in-residence. The 
program is designed to tint the
educational aspects -of the residence
halls with the academic community.
The faculty-in-residence lives in the
hall and participates in various ways
such as helping students with aca-
demic problems. attending hall/comp-
lex activities, developing special pro-
grams in the hall and generally
interacting with studeuts.in the hall
and complex.
-
Francisco Cevall , Knox ilall
Clorinda Chun Belfast Hall
Wallace Dunh m, Somerset Hall
Paul Harris, ork Hall
Burt HatletV Cumberland Hall
Hemant P dse. Hancock Hall
Teresa Tçfrkanowsky. Dunn Hall
Learning new skills in many crafty Ways
Hilltop Craft Center opened
. 14. The Craft Center has been in
eration for almost 10 years pro-
Tiding recreational and educational
opportunities to the University Com-
munity. This year's Center offers
contiriued classes and facilities for
pottery. leather craft, candlemaking.
photography, calligraphy, knitting.
stitchery, silver and other crafts.
_This year's hours are:
1-9 p.m. Tuesday. Wednesday and
Thursday
1-6 p.m. Friday. Saturday and Sunday
Class registeration will begin on
Sept. 21 through Sept. 24. Classes are
designed for beginners and advanced
craftspeople. Come on by-the Center
for a look around.
,41
For further information, contact Lee
Kachan, Hilltop Commons. 7300.
HILLTOP CRAFT CENTER
lhe Hilltop Craft Center opened
September 14th. The Craft Center has
beenin operation for almost 10 years
praiding recreational and education
opportunites to the University Com-
monly. This year's Center offers
continued classes and facilities for
pottery, leather craft, canklemaking,
phcography. calligraphy, knitting,
stitchery, silver and other crafts. This
year's hours are:
lAp.m. Tuesday. Wednesday and
Thursday
16 p.m. Friday, Saturday and
Sun*
Class registration will begin on
September 21 throught Sept. 24.
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Classes are designed for beginners
and advanced craftspeople. Come on
by ttr Center for a look around. For
further information, contact Lee
Kachan, Hilltop Commons. 7300 The
following classes are offered:
LIGHT UP YOUR LIFE
CANDLEMAKING
Learn different types of waxes &—
their melting points, plus the use at
dyes, rents, and wick variations. Try
many different types ot candles.
dipped, rolled, sand, balloon, chunk,
ice aswell as molds. Various finishing
technques such as whipped wax,
scraffito, burnishing, and torching will
also be covered. Cost: $5.00 plus
materials
Tin= Tues. 6-8 or thurs. 6-8
BREAD DOUGH ART
Learn how. to mix up "bread
dough" (also known as baker s clay),
form figures free-hand, develop style
and personalizing, painting, and shell-
acking. By the end of the course
students will have made a variety of
ornaments and will have begun (of
desired) at least one special project
such as a basket, plaque, or free-
standing figure.
Cost: $8.00 plus materials
Time Thurs. 6-8
PHOTOGRAPHY
learn to develop your own
negatives, and enlarge them for your
own tuck and white photographs.
Basic darkroom techniques will be
discussed, along with pointers on
composition and how to take a good
picture. Dodging, burting, an-
tiqueing, etc. will be covered.
Cost: $12.00 plus paper costs (chem-
icals provided)
Time: Tues. 6-8 or Wed. 6-8
Lin* to the class: 8
111111"
KNIT IT TOGETHER
Start with a sampler and learn all
the stitches needed for a fisherman's
sweater! Learn how to knit, purl. and
read a pattern. Start yourown project
by the ,end of class.
Cost: $5.00 plus materials
Time: Tues. 6-8 or Thurs. 6-8 or Fri.
1-3
SEWING FOR SAVINGS
Learn how to read a pattern, things
to consider when buying 6bric, how to
cut different fabrics, and the basics of
sewing.. Pleats, buttonholes, lining a
garment. and other finisting techni-
ques will be covered.
Cost:S5.00 plus materials
Time: Wed. 6-8 or Thurs. 6-8 or Tues.
2-4
MACRAME FOR EVERYONE -
Try=phmt hangers, pocketbooks.
ThangWg sherv-et.:-A table-sl—V-anous
knots will be covered from the basic
square knot to monkey fists and
turkish knots.
Cost: $5.00 plus materials.
Time Wed. 6-8 or Thurs. 6-8
Health club
now open
HILLTOP HEALTH CLUB
IS NOW OPEN TO STUDENT'S.
FACULTY AND STAFF. Membership
rates are : $25.00 on campus, $35.00
off campus.
The hours are: Mon. -Fri. 6-8 a. m.
Non. - Sat. 2-11 p.m.
Sunday 2-6 p . m .
Sun. evening
GROUP NIGHT
Foriirther information contact Nancy
Arsenault, 7 2 93.
